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Survey of Historic Outfit, 6th Edition, may be the best-selling intro to
Western outfit from the ancient world through the twenty-first century.
To receive free usage of the STUDIO content with new copies of this
book, please refer to the publication + STUDIO access cards bundle ISBN
9781501395253.Teaching Resources~ Instructor's Guideline including
sample syllabi and models in line with the timeline in the book, chapter
goals, lecture notes, discussion queries, additional studies,
assignments, and a remedy key for the Student Study Guide~Test Lender
with multiple choice, true/false and essay questions for every chapter
with reply key~ Image Lender with all the current illustrations and
photos from the text message~ PowerPoint presentations for every
chapterPLEASE Notice: Purchasing or renting this ISBN will not include
usage of the STUDIO resources that accompany this text. The new edition
features more than 1,000 full-color photographs and illustrations, a new
feature that examines global outfit, and a fully up to date chapter on
the twenty-first century. New College student Resources~ Survey of
Historic Costume STUDIO features digital study tools such as for example
visual flashcards, self-quizzes, videos, and assignments and activities
and includes a free Student Research Guide eBook to greatly help
students master principles and improve grades. STUDIO ACCESS IMMEDIATELY
can also be bought or rented separately on BloomsburyFashionCentral.
With visuals, illustrated tables, and in-depth discussions, visitors
come to recognize recurring themes and concepts and understand the role
of outfit from a different, global perspective. Each chapter presents
interpersonal, cross-cultural, environmental, geographic, and artistic
influences on clothes.Not used to this Edition~ Chapter Timelines
present a synopsis and pictures of historic events in each chapter
focusing on fashion and textiles, politics and conflicts, decorative and
okay arts, economics and trade, technology, and religion~ New Global
Connections boxed highlights gown and textiles from around the world
including China, India, Japan, Latin America, Africa and more~ New
Chapter 20 covering twenty-first century dress from 2000 to presentKey
Features ~ Contemporary Feedback from contemporary sources provide a
feeling of the attitude toward clothes of people of the period~
Contemporary Influences photo feature explains historic costume is
reinterpreted in modern fashion design~ Visual Summary Tables show clear
series drawing of period garments and Illustrated Tables depict
important accessories, shoes and headwear ~ Companion Study of Historic
Costume Student Study Instruction (9781628922349) includes historic
snapshots, review questions, summary tables, visual quizzes and glossary
of key terms.com.
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Worth keeping It took one minute to get here but when it did arrive it
had been as expected. Using the rental section of Amazon has sure saved
me tons, I mean tons of money for my college kid. I am widow and was
concerned about how I was going to buy those expensive books, then I
learned about RENTING. That is a great I really like this book I really
like this book, I take advantage of it as my teaching source for my
Fashion History class in our theatre and film division. If you are a
costumer, reenactor, or history buff you ought to have this on your
shelf, period. It has a great vocabulary section for fashion terminology
and my students value the references from historical schedules that
influenced contemporary fashion pieces. The publication also had
highlighting in it but it was very minimal and just hokey details was
highlighted. I wish I had usage of more of the interactive materials.
Excellent educational-university resource. This book is a wonderful and
detailed source on costumes through the ages. Not sure why the others
reviews certainly are a bit severe on it, but I am more than pleased.
Had to correct book myself Cover was falling aside when I got the book..
The design is clearer and some of the images are better. That’s actually
it and I would’ve been fine ..I'm a simple person, and I'm happy with
the entire book. I thought it had been “necessary” to upgrade from the
pink-covered version +/- 2005. The layout is clearer and some of the
pictures are better. That’s really it and I would’ve been fine with my
older edition. Originally I was just renting this for a class but by the
time the course was carried out I couldn't justify sending it back.
Rented this to get a class and this came in perfectly appropriate used
condition and it's pretty informative though it glosses over a few
pretty influential periods in fashion history or mixed many decades
right into a solitary chapter of information. you won't be disappointed
There is no comparison with any book out there. I wish I experienced
known about it in time to get the instructors version through school.
Excellent educational-university resource Very extensive and detailed. A
ton of work went into this reserve. Excellent Study Information!!USING
Leasing BOOKS IS A Lifestyle SAVER! It’s an excellent comprehensive text
book too. I might keep it after the class ends. I don't find it so awful
for the reason that it lacks bunches of colorful prints- heck, if all
the drawings were colorized this book would be a very expensive
reference. I repaired it myself so the damage couldn't be any longer
severe but it took plenty of work. The context of style as human history
works well to engage budding directors and designers in viewing clothing
as the extension of people within any particular time period. Amazing
and informed Amazing and informed. Requires a bit more on accessories
and more pictures of items within museum or personal collections for
reference Good textbook. Five Stars Needed the book to get school so no
issues! Five Stars Love this book! One Star A whole lot missing paper
and pictures Perfectly acceptable. I just hope I'll find a similar
function exploring eastern dress.
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